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Silicon microwave integrated circuits used in 
repeaters for lightwave communications exhibit power 
supply currents which vary from chip to chip. These 
variations have been observed to be as much as ±16%. 
In the theoretical analyses using subcircuits and 
component values from the schematic diagrams, the 
current draw has been calculated to be approximately 
83.0mA. A computer simulator (ADVICE) indicated 
this value of supply current to be correct. However, 
in actual tests on the integrated circuits the nominal 
supply current is typically measured to be approxi-
mately 74mA. 
Detailed tests on circuits showed that the varia-
tion of the resistor values are the major reasons why 
the nominal supply current measured is different than 
the theoretical value. This is, however, only a 
partial answer. 
There are thirteen current branches contained in 
the integrated circuit. Two of these branches con-
duct approximately 42mA of the total curre'nt draw of 
' 
the entire circuit. This means that these uwo branches I 




• branches handle approximately 51% of the total cir-
cu~t current. Since the difference of resistor 
values only accounts for the deviation of currents 
it does not account for the variations. However, 
when the resistor ratio of the two emitter resistors 
in the high current carrying branches are compared 
to the total drain current, a positive correlation 
occurs. 
The circuit shows a large sensitivity to the 
ratios of these two resistors. Therefore, it is 
the resistor ratios that are responsible for the 





In an undersea lightwave communications system, 
a repeater is required approximately every 30km. The 
• 
repeater is needed because of the spreading and flat-
tening of the digital signal when it is traversing long 
distances in a fiber optic cable. This distortion to 
the digital signal, if allowed to continue, would be 
a loss of information. Therefore, a silicon microwave 
integrated circuit chip is used in this repeater. The 
/ 
integrated circuit, which has a 280 Megahertz band-
width capability, has two functions, (1) it reshapes 
the incoming digital signal and (2) it drives a laser 
via the output current. After the laser is modulated 
by the integrated circuit output current, the renewed 
digital signal continues through the fiber optic to 
the next repeater. ( 
The chip contains only NPN transistors. The cir-
cuit, shown in Figure 1, contains current sources, 
emitter followers and common-emitter gain stages. It 
is operated in a differential input mode, with a single 
negative 6.8 volt supply. There are thirteen current 
branches contained in the chip between the negative 
supply and ground, five of which are connected in one 
3 
/ 
current mirror string and two branches which are con-
nected in a second current mirror string. One of the 
-------..---........ -.----.---....... ~--...---~,_.--..-------,.Gnd 
Fig. 1 - SIMPLIFIED SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM 
electrical tests which is performed on the circuit is a 
DC test with the circuit biased at 6.8v, at which point 
the power_ supply current is measured. With five 
branches terminated with fixed external resistors, 
the measured supply current typically is 72 milli-
amperes. 
Of some concern is the fact that the average 
measured value of the supply current differs from its 
design value. Of greater concern is that the measured 
supply currents vary by as much as +16% from their 





investigate the probable causes for the supply current 
variations and to suggest ways to decrease this varia-
tion. 
This report will first present a physical descrip- 9 
tion of the circuit, followed by a discussion of cur-
rent sources and current mirrors. Also, differential 
input operation of amplifiers will be discussed. Next, 
a detailed first order analysis of the DC operation of 
the circuit is presented, followed by a circuit simula-
tion, using the circuit simulator ADVICE. The purpose 
of the simulation is to verify the DC operating points 
and provide a tool whereby the variational analysis of 
the circuit could be accomplished by means of a com-
. 
puter. Finally, some of the wafer fabrication processes 
of the chip will be explained, especially those that 
may have a direct bearing on the supply current varia-
tions. 
5 
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
A) Circuit Description 
The microwave integrated circuit as described in 
the Introduction, consists of current sources, current 
mirrors and active loads, using a differential input. 
However, when the circuit is tested for the supply cur-
rent it is connected in a common mode configuration. 
The DC test schematic of this chip is given in Figure 
2 (see following page). For analysis, this circuit can 
be broken down into 3 separate stages: (a) the input 
stage; 
stage. 
(b) the amplifier stage; and, (c) the output 
Since this work is only considering the DC 
operation, the theoretical treatise of the circuit will 
consist of analyzing subcircuits. 
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Figure 3 shows five transistors connec.ted as a current 
mirror. To start the analysis of this subcircuit, at-
tention should be placed on Q14 and Q11 • However, be-
fore proceeding with the analysis, note the following 
assu·mptions that are used. 
i) The base currents are neglible 
because of high S's of the 
transistors (approx. 120); 
ii) The transistor Vbe's are taken 
to be 0.7v. 
To calculate the current in this branch, the fol-
lowing approach is used. The current path can be 
traced starting at VEE' proceeding through R12 , Q14 , 
Q11 , via the transistor Vbe's. Finally, going through 
R45 to ground. The equation for the current flow 










The assumption made is that this subcircuit was 
designed with the current in branch #7 to be used as 




the other branches connected in the string, focus is 
made on part of the subcircuit shown in Figure 4. 
Writing the voltages around the loop we have, 
[ 1] 
















where VT=thermal voltage 
Is=current at O volt bias 
then rearranging terms, the following relation is 
obtained 
Vbe•VTln((IC)/(I 8)) 
By substituting [3] into [1] for Q14 and Q1s, the 
equation becomes 
9 





I fR12+VTln(IC /IS )-V1ln(Ic·· /IS )-Io~3 1=0 re 14 14 15 15 
again rearranging terms, 
I fR12+VTln((IC /IS )/(IC /IS ))-IoR 37=0 
re 14 14 · 15 15 
I fR12+VTln((IC /IC )/(IS /IS ))-IoR 37 =0 [4] 
re 14 15 1s 14 
If the transistors are assumed to be identical or the 
circuit is designed such as to increase the area, the 
effect will be a resulting increase in collector cur-
rent, then the current ratios can be \ritten as multi-
ples of IS. For example, if Q15 emitter area is made 
twice the area of Q14 , then the collector current of 
Q15 could be twice as much as that of Q1 t, and still main-
tain the same value for Vbe. The effect of doubling 




Is=(qAEni 2 Dn)/(QB) 
where q=l.6E-19 coulombs 
-3 
ni=l.25E10cm 
AE=Area of emitter 
QB=Gummel number in base 
-Dn=avg effective electron 
diffusion constant in base 
To .illustrate, use the following relationship, 
IC =Is exp(Vbe14/VT) 
1 4 1 4 
IC =Is exp(Vbe1s/VT) 





In doubling the emitter area, AE' then .. 18 would be 
.. 1 5 
twice I 8 , as seen from equation [S]. The exponential 1 4 
terms are equal as seen in the following, 
IC /IS =exp(Vbe 14 /VT) 
14 1~ 
and 
IC /IS =exp(Vbe 14 /VT) 
1 5 1 5 
but since exp(Vbe 15 /Vr)=~xp(Vbe 1 4/VT) 
then, 
since 
I =2I Sis S14 
and by rearranging, 
Is /Is =2 
1 5 1 4 
[ 6] 
'· .• < .... ~ ·;t 
substituting this expression for IS' the equation becomes 
I /2I =I /I C1s S14 C14 S14 
I =2I C1s C14 
IC /IC =1/2 
1 4 1 5 
I 7 J 
again substituting equation [6] and equation [7] back 
into equation [S], the current in branch #8 is 
I fR1 2+VTln((IC /IC )(IS /IS ))I0R31=0 
re 14 1s 1s 14 
IrefR12+VTln(l/2)(2)-IoR 37 =0 













Note: In the above equations approximately equal 
is used because it is extremely difficult to duplicate 
the parameters of two transistors exactly. Also, the 
middle term in Eq. [8] can be taken as zero since any 
current ratios will be identical and equal to 1. 
Similar expressions can be written for the other 
branches connected as current mirrors, for example, 
also 





















The second current· source subcircuit is in the out-






~ 1 2 . .5K 
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Fig. 5 - HIGH CURRENT - CURRENT MIRROR 
Using similar steps as used above, this subcircuit can 
be shown to yield the following equation, 
Similarly, 
I f =(VEE-Vbe26-Vbe2s)/(R 47 +R 31 ) 
re 26 
I f =(6.8-.7-.7)/(2.SK+200) 
re 2 6 
I f =5.4/2.7E3 
re 2 6 
I f =2.0mA-IB 
re 26 r12 
I021=IB =(2.0mA)(200/10) 




This concludes the calculations of the two current 
mirrors that are used in the integrated circuit chip. 
The remaining suhcircuits that contribute to the 
total supply current will be analyzed in the order of 
their appearance in the DC schematic, Figure 2, pro-
ceeding from left to right. The input circuit is shown 












INPUT CIRUIT WITH START-UP CIRCUIT 
14 
-, 
The first branch to be analyzed ~s branch #3 which is 
a start-up circuit consisting of Q1,Qe,Q9,Q10 and Ra. 








The purpose of this start-up circuit is to prevent the 
zero current state, which is one of the two possible 
steady state operating conditions.(
3
) If operated at 
the zero current state, the circuit may have difficulty 
driving itself out of this state when an input is 
given to the circuit. Again, referring to Figure 6, 
the voltage at point A is calculated as follows 
This voltage is at the base of Q1 and Q2 • Since all 
the transistors are NPN's, the voltage at the emitter 
would be the same as the voltage across R4 (and also 
Rs since they are identical circuits). 
VR =V A+Vbe 
4 pt 
[ 9 ] 






substituting Equation [9] into Equation [10], the cur-







In Figure 7, the subcircuit used for solving the Q24 












I S IR27 
/ 4.5K 
R28 
5K S R48 
'5- 20 
J-----------......&.---------~--~EE 
NON-CURRENT MIRROR CIRCUIT 
The calculations necessitate the use of the current 
flowing through the Q27 branch. One assumption is made 
in solving this branch current is that Vee of Q21 is 
taken to be approximately 0.6 volts. The current through 
Q27 , as calculated using the above equation, is 40mA. 
) 
16 
The voltage across R32 is calculated as follows 












The total voltage drop at node 42 is 
V d =VEE-VR +VR +Vce 21 no e42 48 32 
V. . =-6.8+1.6v=-5.2 
node42 
Since base currents are neglible, this voltage also ap-
pears at the base of Q24. The voltage at the emitter 
of Q24 will be 
V =-5 2-· 7 . ' . . 
em1t24 · 
V . =-5.9volts 
em1t24 
The voltage across R24 would be as follows 






Therefore, the current through this branch would be 
IB =VR /R24 
r 1 o 2 4 
IB =.9/4.SE3 
r 1 o 
IB =.2mA 
r 1 o 
17 
Branch #6 current will be calculatd using this tuft-e'nt 
flowing through R14 





The voltage at the base of Q29 would be, 




continuing on with the calculations, the voltag~ 8 t 
the emitter would be 
V . =-6.8+(4.4-.7) 
em1t29 
V . =-6.8+3.4 
em1t29 
V . =-3.4 
em1t29 
The current in branch #6 is 
then 
IB =V .t/R16 r 6 em1 
I =-3.4(10E-3) BrG 
IB =.34rnA 
r5 
The final branch current to be calculate~ i& that 







Fig. 8 - VOLTAGE DIVIDER 
This branch as can be seen from the figure is a 
voltage divider which is used in the AC test operation. 
The current in this branch is thus calculatd as 
IBr 13 =VEE/(R34+R3s+R33) 
IB =6.8v/16.8E3 
r 1 3 
IB =.404mA 
r 1 3 
This concludes the calculations of the circuit 
.cur·rents using the schematic values for the resistors. 
The summation of all the theoretical branch cur-
rents, by branch, is given below. 
Branch Current in mA Branch Current . mA 1n 
1 5.0 8 8.0 
2 2.0 9 8.0 
3 1. 0 10 • 2 
4 10.0 11 40.0 
5 5.0 12 2.0 
6 .34 13 • 4 
7 1. 0 L82.94 
Chart 1 - CALCULATED BRANCH CURRENTS 
19 
The design value for the current drain of the microwave 
integrated circuit chip is 84mA. With the values for the 
branch currents calculated, the next task is to set up a 
computer simulation of the current. 
B) ADVICE Simulation( 4 ) 
ADVICE is the computer simulator used to model the 
microwave integrated circuit chip. The model parameters 
used in the siillulation are listed below: 
( i ) trdnsport saturation current, I =1E-16A s 
(ii) ideal forward current gain, BF=lOO 
(iii) base-emitter junction potential, PE=.75v 
(iv) reference temperature, To=25°C 
NOTE: scaling factor for Q14 is 1; the remaining tran-
sistors are based on Q14. 
When using the schematic values in the simulation 
program, the source current is 81.56mA. The output I-V 
curve of the ADVICE simulation is given here: 
20 
ADUlCI lR Al or 1111a, MIN ON 11/11/16 ~t lll:5e: .. II 11 ... 2 
< 15.1 DIG C> • 
9. 11-12 ------------~--r-----.-----,L•s•n41 
1 IDMIN 
6. IE-12 ,4..+----1----a...r-+---1----+---+----+--~ 
3 . 11-aa ~-___..---+----1---.-..-+---+-----+-------t 
8. • 
-1. n ... , . 11•••s .11•1•4. 11•1•1.11•1•a. n+1•1. ••• 1. 
--6 • 8v UNSC 
Fig. 9 - ADVICE-SCHEMATIC VALUE RESISTORS I-V CURVE 
The node voltages, as noted on Figure 2, are given below: 
-
Node # Voltage Node # Voltage Node # Voltage 
O(GND) 0.00 18 -0.49 40 -4.56 
1 -0.79 19 -3.52 41 -4.56 
2 -4.59 20 -3.77 42 -5.34 
3 -3.81 21 -0.79 43 -5.35 
4 -4.56 22 -3.81 44 -6.05 
5 -5.30 23 -4.59 46 -5.62 
6 -6.05 25 -2.75 47 -6.42 
7 -5.97 26 -5.23 48 -0.94 
8 -6.70 27 -6.70 49 -0.56 
9 -3.51 28 -0.96 51 -6.40 
10 -5.93 29 -4.56 52 -1.30 
11 -0.49 30 -6.70 53(VEE) -6.80 
12 -2.77 31 -0.96 54 -4.33 
13 -3.52 32 -4.56 55 -5.74 
15 -3.77 33 ~5.74 56 -6.10 
16 -5.36 34 -6.70 IN(INPUT)-3.81 
17 -6.70 39 -2.04 















































Chart 3 - COMPARISON OF HAND CALCULATIONS AND ADVICE 
CURRENTS 
It can be seen that the hand-calculated values 
compare well with the results from the ADVICE simula-
tion. 
C) Chip Fabrication 
The doping processes used in the circuit fabrica-
tion consists primarily of ion implantations. The 
. 1m-
plants used are boron and arsenic. The transistor bases 
consist of a double dose at different energy levels of 
boron. The emitters, on the other hand, consists of 
arsenic implants. Also, the buried layers are arsenic 
implants. The resistors in the circuit use either two 
or three implants. Thus, multiple implants are used to 
22 
obtain the proper value for the resistors. The resistor 






where L=length of the resistor window 
W=width of the resistor window 
q=l.6E-19 coulombs 
µp=average mobility 
N'=total dopant per unit surface area 
Thfs equation can be further simplified by using the 
equation: 
ps=l/(N'qµp) 
The sheet resistance, ps, is easily obtained from 
four point probe measurements. The equation stated 
above works well for diffused resistors. An alternate 
equation for sheet resistance, using ion implants, is 
given by Colclaser( 6 ) 
-1 
Rs=(qNsµ) 
where q=l.6E-19 coulombs 
Ns=~R N /2n p p 
~R =implant straggle p 
N =peak concentration p 
µ=mobility 
23 
III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
The source current of approximately 82.0mA, ob-
tained in the theory section, would be the current realized 
if all the values of the transistors and resistors would 
be equal to those indicated in the schematic diagram, 
Figure 2. However, the values for these components, al-
though certain tolerances are expected through the wafer 
fabrication processes, raises a question as to the maxi-
mum limit that can be tolerated by the circuit which will 
still allow it to operate as expected. 
A) Circuit Components 
Before proceeding with the actual experimental pro-
cedure, it would be beneficial to take a detailed look 
at certain circuit components. Since the variation ob-
served occur during a DC test, only those components 
that affect the DC source current will be described. 
In dealing with the DC test mode, the transistors and 
resistors are the only components that have a direct 
effect on this mode of operation. 
i) Transistors The first component that 
will be discussed will be transistors. There are three 
factors that transistors have built-in that will affect 
the DC current drain, which would make the measurement 
24 
of this current difficult. 
excessive leakage current. 
The first factor is that of 
This occurs when the tran-
sistor is formed over an area which includes crystal 
damage, or when impurities, other than desired dopant 
impurities, are present in the concentration profile. 
The second factor in transistor fabrication that would 
have an effect on the DC current is the area of the 
emitters, especially if these transistors are used in 
a current mirror string. 
equation, 
This can be seen from the 
Ic=Isexp(Vbe/VT) 
where IS~AE. 
If the emitter area is not adjusted for the amount of 
collector current, IC, then the assumed value of Vbe 
of 0.7v would be inaccurate. The last factor that would 
cause the transistor to cause a DC variation is the 
current gain Beta. If we assume Beta to be large (>100), 
then the base current, IB' could be neglected, because 
it would be very small compared to the collector current. 
However, if Beta turns out to be smaller than assumed, 
significant base current would flow. This current would 
have to be taken into account when, for example, an 
emitter resistor is being calculated. 
take the two situations given below; 
25 
As an example, 




these conditions would give a emitter voltage of, 
V . =.20volts 
emit -.20volts 
However, with the Betas given, situation No. 2 would be 
in error, because the base current has not been taken in-
to account as can be seen by continuing the calculation 
( 7) 














This would yield an error of 5.0% instead of an error of 
.83% when using the collector current of a transistor 
with a high Beta. 
ii) Resistors a variation in resistance 
values would have a more direct effect on the variations 
26 
of the source current. There are two factors that directly 
affect the value of the resistors. They are (1) the phy-
sical dimensions of the resistors which includes the 
method of contact to the resistor, and (2) the impurity 
concentrations involved in the formation of the resistors. 
The physical dimensions that need consideration are il-
lustrated in the following sketch,( 8 ) 
nhancement 
Si02 
Fig. 10 - RESISTOR DIMENSIONS 
L=length between the enhancement layers 
W=width 
t=thickness 
using the general equation for resistance, 
R=(P)(L)/A 
P=resistivity [Q-cm] 
[ 11 ] 
L=length [cm] 
A=area (calculated normal to current flow [cm 2 ] 




where W=width [cm] 
t=thickness [cm] 
R=pL/tW 
The term p/t is given the value of sheet resistance de-
signated as Rs,[Q/sq] 
therefore, 
R=(Rs)(L)/W 
The first factor • 1S a function of dimensions and sheet 
resistance. 
The second factor, impurity concentration, has an 
effect on the sheet resistance, Rs, value. 
this value is measured using a 4-pt probe. 
As stated, 
Therefore, 
inaccuracy can occur if the 4-pt probe measurement is 
• 1n error. Also, the energy of ion implantation and dose 
of the implant will have an effect on the sheet 
. 
resis-
tance value. In the present case there are two and three 
ion implants of boron dopant used in the formation of the 
resistors. 
Consequently, it is these factors, for both the tran-
·Sistors and resistors, that will be given the attention 
during the investigation of the DC current variation of 




B) Test Equipmen~ 
The next part of the investigation into the 
causes of supply current variation is the actual 
testing of the microwave integrated circuit chip. 
The procedure used in testing the circuit will be 
similar to the procedure used in doing the theoretical 
calculations, that . is, measuring the current in each 
branch. The total current that the circuit dtaws must 
equal the total current of all the branches. The 
analysis will consist of testing several chips from 
several fabrication lots. A lot is a batch of ap-
proximately 20-3" wafers processed at one time. From 
the data obtained during the DC tests, a comparison 
will be made between these results and that of his-
torical data. Consequently, the selection of inte-
grated circuit chips with a nominal current similar 
to that of the parent lots along with chips that show 
variations will be made. 
However, before proceeding, the test circuit 
needs mentioning. A sketch of the test setup is 














Fig. 11 - CIRCUIT TEST EQUIPMENT 
)The manufacturer and tolerances of the test equip-
ment used in the testing circuit are given in Chart 4. 
The test then proceeded by checking all voltages 
across the emitter resistors. The power supply was 
then turned off and the leads disconnected. The 
emitter resistance values were then measured. The 
branch currents were calculated by using Ohm's law. 
In addition, while the emitter circuits were being 
tested, the voltage across the series resistor, Rs, 
was being monitored to ensure that the circuit current 





HP6203B DC power supply 
Oto7.SV 
Oto3.0A 












































22M (all ranges) 
max in-range voltage 250mV 
Prober - Rucker-Kolls Mfd Corp. Model 129 
Resistor - lOQ-.5%, 7watt 
Chart 4 TOLERANCES AND RANGES OF TEST EQUIPMENT 
31 
I V • D I· S CU S S I ON 
The results of the test are shown on the spread 
sheets, Figure 12. The values marked with an A are 
the sums of the branch currents. The line at the top 
marked "IRs" are the currents as calculated by Ohms 
law using the voltage drop across Rs. The percent de-
viation of the circuit current and total branch current 
are given by the row marked B. A comparison shows 
there is fairly good correlation between these two 
currents. Also from the spread sheet, the average values 
for the circuit current is 73.04mA with a o of 4.15. 
Comparing the value actually measured, 73.04mA, with 
the calculated value, 82.94mA, a large variation exists 
of approximately lOmA. This raises the question as to 
the test set-up being correct. In order to verify the 
test results, the circuits were tested again by using a 
Hewlett-Packard 4145A Semiconductor Parameter Analyzer. 
The typical curve for the analyzer is given in Figure 
13. Additional curves from the Parameter Analyzer are 
found in the Appendix. A comparison of the supply cur-
rents are shows as follows in Chart 5. 
32 
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V l . 7000/d 1 v < V) 
HP4145 TYPICAL I-V PLOT 
HP4145A Branch 
IRs in mA Results Currents 
76.94 76.19 75.64 
70.58 70.32 71.91 
72.17 72.41 73.76 
74.06 73.85 75.30 
66.40 68.70 64.81 
79.22 78.82 77.86 
74.06 75.52 75.04 



























Chart 5 - COMPARISON OF BRANCH CURRENTS, TOTAL SUPPLY 
CURRENT AND HP4145A MEASURED CURRENT 
36 
It can be seen from the above data that the 
three sets of readings have tight sigmas. There-
fore, it is evident that the testing procedure was 
correct. Also, the circuits of the samples selected 
include the entire range of variations of supply 
current. The next step is to analyze the circuit 
component vdlues. 
The data used in the next section will be 
found on the spread sheet. Since the resistor 
values, as mentioned above, are the most probable 
cause for the variation, they were the first com-
ponent analyzed. The resistor values are listed 
on the spread sheet. The analysis, therefore, will 
consist of looking at these values, along with a 
comparison with the schematic values. Chart #6 
lists all the resistor values and their percent-
age deviation on the minus and plus side. Included 
in the chart are the schematic values and their+ 
deviations in percent. Looking at the column 
marked "~Rschem[%]", this is the variation of resis-




I X(Q] R(-)(0] R(+)(Q] 6R(-)[%] ~R(+)(%] Rschem(n] 6Rschem(%] ~Rschem(-)(%) 6Rschem(+)[l] 
R12 111.4 107.2 115.1 3.7 3.3 100.0 11 . 4 7.2 l S. 1 
R30 110. 3 105.S 113.1 4.4 2.5 100.0 10.3 5.5 13. 1 
R41 12.2 11. 6 12.8 4.9 4.9 10.0 22.0 16.0 28.04 
R37 15.7 13.9 22.3 11.5 42.0 12.5 25.6 11 . 2 78.4* 
R40 14.8 13.9 15.8 6.1 6.8 12.5 18.4 11. 2 26.4* 
R31 216.5 208.3 237.0 3.8 9.5 200.0 8.3 4.2 18.5 
R32 12.5 12.1 13. 1 3.2 4.8 10.0 25.0 21 .0 31 . f}* 
R4 441.7 424.0 462.0 4.0 4.6 420.0 5.2 0.9 10.04 
<..,.) RS 441.3 419.0 463.2 5 .1 5.0 420.0 5. l 0.2 10. 34 
00 R3 2406.3 2160.0 2910.0 10.2 20.9 3000.0 19.8 28.0 3.0 
R16 11465.0 10860.0 12000.0 5.2 4.7 10000.0 14.7 R.6 20.0 
R27 5134.5 4990.0 5360.0 2.8 4.4 4500.0 14.1 10.9 19. 1 
R33 4747.S 3020.0 5310.0 36.4 11. 8 3200.0 48.3 5.6 65.9 
*MAJOR CURRENT CARRYING BRANCHES (APPROXIMATELY 92% OF TOTAL CURRENT) 
Chart 6 - COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND SCHEMATIC RESISTOR VALUES 
values. The measured values are somewhat higher 
than the schematic values as seen by comparing the 
columns marked "X[s-2]" and "Rschem[s-2]". This is the 
reason that the theoretical current and the measured 
current differ. The calculated current being ap-
proximately 10.0mA higher than the measured current. 
However, one fact needs to be pointed out, although 
there is a variation of 10.0mA, the percentages shown 
in the chart are much higher than the 10.0mA would in-
dicate. The fact that seven of the thirteen current 
branches exist as current mirrors would lessen the ef-
feet of increased resistance. From the theoretical 
section, it was illustrated that the current mirror 
equation is as follows: 
Io=(R .t 1 /R .t2)(I f) em1 emi re 
Then if R . 1 is increased by approximately 20%, due to emit 
processing, then R .t 2 would also be up by 20%, the net em1 
affect would be that Io would remain the same. However, 
since the current mirror does reflect the I value ref 
along the string, if this value is lower, due to higher 
resistance, the entire string would also be lower, as 
39 
the reflector ratio, R . 1 /R . 2 , would affect. In emit emit 
addition, the decrease in supply current would also be 
affected by the noncurrent mirror branches. More will 
be discussed about these resistor values later. 
The voltage from the base of the transistor, in 
each of the current string, to VEE was measured. This 
value is listed on the spread sheet and is inriicatd by 
the value "VB". To obtain the Vbe of a transistor, the 




but V . is the voltage drop across the emitter 
emit 
resis-
tor, this value is also listed on the spread sheet as 
the quantity, "VRn"· The measured Vbe is also listed on 
the spread sheet. The transistor Vbe can also be cal-
culated from the collector current 1 8 , and the tempera-
ture at which the circuit is operating. 
equation used for this calculation, 
Ic=I 5 exp(Vbe/VT) 
An expression for 1 8 is given(
9
) 
I =A(T( 3+y/ 2 ))exp(-Eg/kT) 
s 
The generdl 
The y/2 factor is a constant for a given transistor and 
along with the area, A, the above expression can be 
simplified to yield the following 
40 
I 5=K(T 3 exp(-Eg{T)/kT)) 
where K=(Ty/ 2 )(A) 
[ 1 2 ] 
There is another quantity that is dependent on tempera-
ture, that is, Eg, the band gap. The expression,<
10
) 




[ 1 3 ] 
NOTE: The quantities given are for silicon. To 
utilize these two equations [12] and [13], the constant 
K must be evaluated. In order to evaluate the constant, 
the temperature at which the circuit is operating needs 
to be known. The temperature is calculated from a graph 
which is generated from data. One point is known, that 
is, at 0°K, the Vbe is 1.25.<
11
) By utilizing the test 
transistor the integrated circuit chip has built in, the 
Vbe at room temperature can be obtained. The test cir-
cuit is similar as that used in the circuit test with a 
constant current generator, a Keithley model 220, con-
nected to the base and emitter of the test transistor. 
With a current going through the emitter-base junction 
of approximately 35µA, the temperature of the ambient 
was measured and recorded along with the Vbe. This pro-
cedure will give two points on a linear curve. This 
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Fig. 14 - VBE VS. TEMPERATURE 
! 0 5 
, 2 
J l 0 
J 7 
NOTE: Only those points are shown that are in the 
operating temperature range. With the constant current 
generator connected, the circuit was powered up. The 
voltage drop across the series resistor, Rs, was monitored 
to insure that the circuit current remained unchanged. 
The Vbe was again measured after a steady value was 
reached. This value is also indicated on the graph 
. 1n 
Figure 14, by a dash line. 
operating circuit is 36°C. 
The temperature of the 
Again, using the manipulated 
equation for IC' the transistor r 5 can be calculated. 
The values used are the average values for IC and Vbe, 
.:i 
taken from the spread sheet listed for branch #7. The 
reason that this branch is used in the calculation • 1S 






this is the IS at 36°C, the operating temperature. To 
calculate the value of K, the value for the band gap, 
Eg(T), is needed. Equation [13] will give the necessary 
value. 
E g ( T ) = E g ( 0 ) - ( a T 2 / ( 'f + 8 ) ) 
Eg(T)=l.160-((7.02E-4)(309) 2 /(309+1108)) 
Eg(T)=l.160-.0473 
Eg(T)=l.113 
The constant, K, can now be calculated using the 
pulated equation [12] as shown above, 
K=I 8 /T
3 )(exp(-Eg(T)/kT)) 
K=2.98E-16/(309) 3 exp(-l.113/((8.62E-5)(309)) 
K=l.418E-Samp/°K 3 
The equation for Vbe can now be solved if the collector 
current of a transistor is given. The value will be 
selected from the spread sheet, Figure 12, to illustrate 
the procedure. 
i) the band gap will remain the same, 
that is, 1.113 ev. 




Vbe=VTln(I 5 /IC) 





This procedure was followed for the remaining transis-
tors which is listed on the spread sheet, Figure 12, 
as "calc Vbe". Care must be taken when using the above 
procedure, because it assumes that the area of the 
emitters are equal. The values for the "calc Vbe" in 
the spread sheet have been corrected for the number of 
emitters and area. 
The above equation can be used to calculate the 
effective emitters or effective emitter areas. The Is 
value can be calculated from the above equations, then 
it can be divided by the value obtained above for one 
emitter, which is 2.98E-16 amps. If the length and 
width of the emitters have the same dimensions, the 
number of effective emitters can be calculated. 
Returning to the resistor chart, Chart #6, a graph 
can be plotted illustrating the deviation of the actual 
resistor values from that of the schematic values. This 
graph is shown in Figure 15 as follows. 
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Fig. 15 PERCENT DEVIATION VS. RSCHEMATIC 
The dot on the graph is the deviation of the average 
value of the resistors from the schematic value. The 
hash marks are the deviation from the schematic values 
of the high and low readings. The resistors that have 
the same value are averaged together to produce one dot 
for that particular schematic value. Upon examination 
of the graph, a process control problem exists with the 
lower values of resistors. It is these resistors that 
contribute to the largest branch ·currents. However, 
this is not the complete picture of the variation in 
supply current. 
4.5 
The picture needed is a direct correlation with the 
supply current. Again using the spread sheet, Figure 
12, there is a value marked "ratio". This value is the 
ratio of emitter resistors that are in the largest cur-
rent branches, branch #11 and branch #12. A plot of 
!supply versus RATIO is given in the following graph, 
Figure 16; 
9 0 
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Fig. 16 !SOURCE VS. RATIO 
By using linear regression, the line of best fit is the 
equation Y=9.177X-85.305. Also by using statistical 
analysis, the correlation efficient, R, is 0.81. Which 
46 
shows there is good correlation that the source current 
is controlled by the resistor ratio R31 /R 32 . Therefore, 
the processes that are used to fabricate these two re-
sistors must be highly controlled to minimize the supply 
current variation. Since control of the process that 
forms these resistors is important, it is necessary to 
take a look at how these particular resistors are fabri-
cated. 
It was previously mentioned that the resistors were 
made using two and three ion implants of boron, clari-
fication of this process is required. In the microwave 
integrated circuit chip the resistor values above 1000D 
have two ion implants. Those resistor values under 
. 
lOOOQ have three ion implants. 
tor, R32 , is given below, 
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Fig. 1 7 R32 DIMENSIONS 
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The resistor dimensions were taken on a few of the 
actual circuits used in this investigation. 
win wm Lin µm Win i.im Lin µm 
1 7 . 3 1 7. 9 26.3 113. 4 
18.4 18. 7 27.6 113. 7 
1 7 . 2 18.3 26.0 11 3. 1 
18.7 19.4 27.5 113.8 
18.8 19.3 27.7 113. 8 
X=l8.08 18.72 27.02 113.56 
a .69 .57 .719 • 2 7 
Chart 7 MEASURED RESISTOR DIMENSIONS 





Au shorting bars 
4.89 
Fig. 18 R31 DIMENSIONS 
Along with the resistor details, the sheet resistance 
obtained at the resistor level (includes three implants) 












a= . 45 
However, these values are at the implant operation. 
The three boron implants were into control wafers of 
1.0n-cm n-type material. Further processing raises this 
reading to approximately 56ncm as determined by van der Pauw 
measurements. <
12
) Using the above factors the resistor 
values can be calculated 
For R32 ; R32 =(Rs)(L)/W 
R32 =(56)(18.72)/18.08 
R32 =S7.98n 
















The five resistors in parallel are assumed to be equal 
in all dimensional measurements, control of the photo 
resist process is important. Also, the shorting bars 
on R31 depends highly on control of the photo resist 
process. The ion implant process can be adjusted to 
obtain the proper sheet resistance. An additional fact 
needs mentioning that although the window dimensions 
have been taken, the actual length and width of the 
resistor is uncertain due to the additional side and 
depth diffusion. The ADVICE simulation on these 
. 
cir-
cuits is the last item to be discussed. 
The measured values for the resistors were used in 
the ADVICE simulator program. A comparison of the 
ADVICE generated supply currents, as recorded on the 






















71 . 61 
7 3. 1 3 
74.84 
65.57 
7 5. 11 
74.47 
75.77 
Chart 8 - COMPARISON OF MEASURED CURRENT AND 
ADVICE CURRENT 
The correlation coefficient for the above data is 
0.98. Therefore, there is excellent correlation be-
tween the actual current and the current generated by 
the ADVICE simulator program. 
The ADVICE data for three of the devices is given 
. 
in detail. The devices chosen are one with the nominal 
current, and one low current and one with high current. 
The information given per device will be the bipolar 
junction transistor (BJT) operating points, the resis-
tor operating points, the node voltags and the I-V 
curve. These curves are provided in the Appendix. 
From the resistor operating points the branch currents 
can be retrieved by using the current flowing through 































In order to determine the total supply current for 
a particular device, a summation of the current flowing 
through the resistors, as listed above, is needed . 
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IV. CONCLUSION 
A microwave integrated circuit chip used • 1n a 
• lightwave system has shown to have supply current var1a-
tions. These variations have been observed to be ±16%. 
An investigation was made in an attempt to find the 
causes for this variation. The investigation took 
place in four steps; (1) to find the value of supply 
current for which the circuit was designed, (2) to test 
the circuit to find out the values, for the supply cur-
rent, that actually exists, (3) to use a different test 
set or equipment to verify the results of hand testing; 
and, ( 4) to use a computer simulation so that changes 
can be made to the circuit to answer theoretical ques-
tions before actual fabrication of the circuit. 
The first step consisted of analyzing the thir-
teen branch circuits contained in this integrated cir-
cuit chip. The treatise was only on the DC test, since 
it was this test where the chip to chip variation was 
observed. By analyzing the circuits using schematic 
values, a theoretical design value for the supply cur-
rent can be obtained. 
approximately 83.0mA. 
the branch currents. 
The value for this current was 
This analysis also provided all 
An ADVICE simulation program was 
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\ 
also used. The supply current obtained from the simu-
lation program was 84.0mA, which shows good correla-
tion between the hand-calculated current and the ADVICE-
generated current. With this correlation, the values 
for the branches are established and these values should 
be obtained when the circuits are actually tested. 
The next step is to measure the supply current. 
The procedure used was to monitor the current through 
a known value resistor while at the same time measuring 
the branch currents by recording the voltage drops across 
the emitter resistors. By measuring the resistance of 
the emitter resistors, the calculation of the branch 
can be made. The assumption is made that the base cur-
rent can be neglected. In testing the circuit, the 
supply current that was measured was approximately 10.0mA 
lower than the design value. A question as to the vali-
dity of the test procedure arose. 
An HP4145A Semiconductor Parameter Analyzer was 
used to verify the test results. The correlation coef-
ficient was 0.81. This is a good indicator that the 
testing procedure was correct and that the actual cir-
cuits were in fact ~10.0mA less the design value,. The 
investigation proceeded to find the cause of the dif-
ferences between the actual supply current and the 
54 
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theoretical value. The result of this study was that 
the resistor values are higher than those indicated by 
the schematic diagram. However, this does not answer 
the question of supply current variation. It turns out 
that the resistor ratio that is in the high current 
branches, is responsible for the supply current variation. 
The last step was to input to the computer simulator 
all the measured values obtained from the individual cir-
cuits. This procedure was necessary to verify that the 
ADVICE simulation program can predict what the supply 
current would be when real values for resistance were 
used. The correlation coefficient for the actual supply 
current and those currents generated by ADVICE was 0.98. 
This means there is excellent correlation and that the 
circuit models used in the simulation program were correct. 
In conclusion, in order to minimize the supply cur-
rent variations, tighter control of the resistor window 
dimensions will be needed. Also, the three ion implants 
will have to be accurately controlled. A change in the 
photo~resist mask may be necessary to eliminate 
. 
var1a-
tions at that step to better control the supply currents. 
5.5 
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A) The following curves (consisting of seven 
graphs) are the measured supply current using the 
HP4145A Hewlett-Packard Semiconductor Parameter 
Analyzer • 
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B) The following data (consisting of six pages) 
are from -the ADVICE s i mu 1 at or program • The pages 
include; Bipolar Junction Transistor (BJT) operating 
points, the I-V curve, node voltages, the resistor 
operating points and the independent voltage source 
operating point. 
As indicated on page 52, of the test, the branch 
currents can then be obtained by the current flowing 
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(96 ) -,.1"4:H:•OO c, ) -,.o~~l"•OO <1 ) -~.97"2£+00 <I 
, 
-,.,~448E•OO (9 ) -3.S4268E•OO 
••••• lnd•p•ndtnt voltaQ(i 1ovrc• ~•r-attr,; point• 
C IN ) -l.l24'S4l•OO na.• cur-r-tnt vol ta~ '°"'",.. 
~o 4. ,,11-01 _,. 901 -4.4~"1-01 
••••• . .,,. .,.,..It I "9 ,o•ftt• 
"•"'• 
lb I C "IH vl>c vc. Mta 
, .... ,.. 
QI , . 7'•l-o, •. ~JE-OJ o.,,, -,.11• 1.1•0 "·'' 
J.,7?[-J5 :) 
.00000 
Q2 4. 7'42[-0~ 4,741(-0J o. 771 -J.111 J. '" l ,,.,. J.,,1E-O: 0 
.00000 
QJ 4.44•E-O~ ,.44:E-OJ 0 .772 -0.9:io I . ?'O 0 ,,.,. :a.~11£-0, 0 
.00000 
... ,.,,,E-0~ •.•,IE-03 0 .772 -0. ,,~ 1 • 70 7 "·'' 
,.,,11-0, 0 
.00000 
0, Al.•7?E-O~ 1111 .•7•E-03 o., .... -2.2•9 2.,9J 
,.,,.,, 1.JJOE-05 0 
.10000 
cu 4.41,E-O~ ... ,18£-03 0. , .. , -2.24& 2.,,2 ''·" 
J.Jl'l-o, 0 
.10000 
07 1.414(-0~ 1,414£-0J 0. , •• 0.000 o., •• "·'' 
1 .104E-o, 0 
.10000 
• l .'l•
E-05 1.,e•E-OJ 0. ,,. 0.000 0. ?44 "·" 
1.10•£-o, 0 
.10000 
.. l .414E-O~ 1 • 4 .. (-03 o.,,. 0.000 0.744 "·" 1 . 1 o•c-o, 0 
.10000 
II 0 I • "4E-05 l .... (-03 o.,,, 0.000 0.?44 tt.fi' 1.104(-05 0 
.10000 
11 l 2 .~£-O• 2. ,-.n-o, o.,,, -~.219 ,.,17 "·'' 1.,,,c-0, 0 
.10000 
112 •.•1n-o, f.41SE-04 o., .. -0. 1 l3 o .~o tt.,a 7.22'1£-o, 0 
.10000 
Ill l,,..lE-05 1.tt2t-OJ o.,,, -0. ,.J l. JO, "·" 6,ff2E-OS • 
• 10000 
11 • 9.121[-06 ,.121£-04 o.,,9 -o.,,9 I • ..U? "·" ?.~,0£-06 0 
.eoooo 
115 ., • ,.lf:-0~ ? • ~•E-OJ o.,,, -0.323 l • l O 1 "·'· 
,.?t4E-05 0 
.10000 
11, 1 .,,,£-05 7. ,,1 (-03 o.,,, -0. ,,, l • 1 l 3 "·" ~.,2,£-05 0 
.10000 
II 1 1 • .UE-0~ ? . 631 E-OJ o.n, -2.~1 '·"· "·" 
s."n-o, 0 
.10000 
Ill ,.,•1£-0, ?.~5(-03 0 ·'" -2.,,2 2.547 "·" ~ .,27£-0~ 0 
.10000 
120 l • ,11 E-O• l • , 11£-02 0. 1'77 -1.,11 4 . .,, 7 "·'' 1 . 2~ l E-0 • 
0 
.00000 
021 l . ,,oE-O• l.~•oE-02 o.n, -1 .• ,0 4.436 "·" 1 .234E-O• 0 
.00000 
12, 1.,,,E-Oo l .,,,E-:>.- 0. 704 -J. 272 ,.,,, "·'' 
1.1:,E-06 0 
.10000 
12' J.~E-06 3.ff•c-o• 0.706 -4.1'"9 ,.sa .. tt.,s 2.1,,e-o, 0 
.10000 
a, l. ,,aE-05 l .•ut-03 o.n, -G. 70, 1.49'2 "·" 
1 .,,n-o, 0 
.10000 
82? l.z»E-04 J.2S1£-02 o.,..~ •• ~3 1.,02 "·" 2.,,,E-04 a 
.10000 ' 
12, 4.J,7£-06 4.2••£-0• 0.,12 -1.,,, 2.,1, "·" J.110£-06 0 
.10000 
a2 ,.l24E-o, ,.322£-04 0.732 -2.,., 1.421 "·" ,.122E-06 0 
1.11-82 '-•••"4 
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••••• node vol ta .. • 
Noct. Vol tao- Noct. Vol tav• 
Vol ta9• Node Vol t •o• 
(0 ) O.GOIOIE•OO < I > -1.12964(-01 
) 
-4.4164~-01 < I 2 ) -2.,,663£•00 
( 13 ) -3.4403n+oo ( 1, ) -3.,6,4X+OO 
> -,.68316£+00 < 19 ) -4.48819£-01 
',, ) -3.4404-11+00 <Z ) -4.,02,~··· 
) 
-7.1ll76E-01 < 22 ) -3.8~13E•OO 




-6. 6e,o3E • oo < 21 ) -f .1,12M-O I 
(" ) -4'.4~2111•00 (I ) -, .• ~'71:•00 
) -f.OS4011!-0l (32 ) ~.4S2o18E+OO 
CII ) -,.,111"01•00 <24 ) -,., ... 7'11••• 
) -4.,,,18£•00 < 40 ) -4.11111,404(•00 
(41 , 
-•.•~""•oo (42 ) -,.2-,n:·•• 
) -,.,.21e£•00 (46 ) -s.,e42M•OO 
(47 , -6.37Nff•OO (41 ) -,., •• ~-01 
) 
-5.31278£•00 <,o ) -4.178,8E•OO 
( 45' ) -ti.370"1tt•OO ( !12 ) -2.,3758£+10 
) -4.212,45£•00 ( '!5 '!5 ) -5.'!5840~•00 
(5' ) -5.87722!•00 <, , -,.o,,3'!•to 
) -,.,a4,4E•OO (9 ) -'.). 4282ff•OO 
C IN ) -l.12,tff•OO 
Nod• 
(10 ) 
< 16 ) 
( 21> ) 







•••ae r••••tor ~•rat Int ,01~t, 
naiM• curr•nt vol tao• ,~,. ..,.,-.. 
Vol t •O• 
tit I -4. ~4£-15 -1.014 1. ·~-07 7.500(•11 
fl2 -A:.742E-Q5 -0.0041 t.,87E-07 7.~0l•II 
-~.91741!•00 < l I "] 
-1 . .,,4E-Ol -3.926 ,.o,eE-oJ 2.400E•IJ 
flt4 4.756E-Ol 2. I ,1 I .04'5E-02 4 ,62(\(•11 
"~ 4.144E-Ol 2.1,1 I .042E-02 4. 632'£•02 
"' 
-4.753E-Ol -0.713 3.3<1~E-03 l.~OO(•t2 
-~.37444£•00 < t 7 7
-4,741E-Ol -0 . 71 I 3.372E-OJ I .~00(•12 
"11 4.521E-Ol 0.226 l .022E-OJ ~.OOO(•tl 
flt I I 4.5JJE-Ol 0.227 I .027E-03 ~.0001•11 
"' 2 
9.920E-I~ I. I I 4 l.lJIE-04 l.14f't•l2 
-3.,670•£•00 < 21 fll 3 
-4.419E-04 -0.011 1.777£-04 4.000(•11 
"I .. -1 .,1,e-a4 -I.,,-, 2.224£-04 I. 200(•14 
... ' J.41,E-14 4. 1 ll I .403'£-0J I .200E•G4 ,u, ,.,.,£-1] I • I 32 ,.~42£-03 1.,00£•12 
-~.21888E•OO < 21 
ti 1 9 7.4,IE-IJ I . I I , e.J~IE-03 I .~00(•12 
"20 7.,llE-tl ,.,,, ,.,eM-03 1.200E•t2 
fll 21 7.54,E-03 o.,o, , •• 31£-QJ l.200E•02 
"22 -I -~~E-04 -0. 012 J.OJ4E-07 1.2001•01 
-,.,e4..-£+00 < 31 llt2 J 
-a.,IIE-04 -e.002 3. I I ,E-0 7 I .200E•OI 
llt27 1.,11£-14 ,.e:,1 I • 381 E-04 ,.J]tl(•tl 
llt21 -I .,,,E-16 -,.,o, 1.27:)(-01 ,.oOOE•Ol 
R2, I .411(-12 1.413 7.711(-03 J.OOO(•tl 
-I .9~682£+00 ( 4 fll30 '. 5e•~-·· ,.,,, I .1•41:-04 1.1101:•IZ lltl 1 l.f,8E-IJ I .4H .... ~ll-t4 2.IIM•t? 
1111]2 >.2,~E-12 1.421 1.31~£-0J 1.2 ... f•II 
fltJl l.242E-04 4. I 42 J.4]1(-03 ,.0~1•11 
-,.23961!•00 (44 111134 -8.242£-14 -2.,39 
2.174E-OJ l.200(•13 
flt36 ,.41~E-14 1.794 7.J94E-04 I. 3lOE • I 2 
"37 7.,22E-IJ I. I I, l.7f6E-04 I . ~O~ • 11 
llt40 7.536E-ll I . I I '5 e.,e•E-04 I .,Jo(•II 
-4.83320E-OI (5 llt 41 ,.OIIE-•J 0. I I 6 I .05
6E-03 l.280f•II 
"42 f.41'5-e-14 I . ~72 I . 41!t'OE-O J I .4170(•1) 
"43 -4. 416E-tJ -0. 441 2.004E-OJ I .000(•12 
fl44 -4.488E-IJ -0.449 2.014E-OJ I .0001•12 
-,.eooooE•oo (~4 llt4 5 ,.147E:-04 '. 21' 5.139E-OJ ~
.J-oOf•tl 
fl46 I . ~•OE :L 0.7., l. 264E-Cl2 '5.000(•01 
llt4 7 1.,,1E-OJ 4.879 ,.~20E-OJ 2.,oOE•IJ 
R48 3.233£-02 0.6417 2.090E-02 2.000£•01 
-'!5.7848,E•OO (8 
••••• I P1dep•n6-n t 1,;,ol ta94 •o-vrc• ~•ratln9 pol"•• 
nM11P cul"r•nt 1,;,oltao• p OloH,. 
\MEO 7.llJE-12 _,. 900 -4.971'!-0I 
••••• IJ"" ()i'•ra! ,ni;, ,o,nt• 
"UT\. lb IC vD• vbc I.IC• 
b• t. ,0w.,. 
QI 5.172(-0~ ~.171[-03 0.77• -1.0•, l.12~ 
, .. ,. 4.012(-0 ~ 0 
.00000 
02 5.1,oE-O~ ~-l~•E-03 0.770 -l.O
~l l.126 "·'' 
4.002[-0~ 0 
.ooooc 
Ql 4.,?~E-0~ •.•7•£-03 0.77) -o.,oo I • 6 7) 
,,.,. ,.,14(-0! 0 
.00000 





~ •.10,c-o~ •.70~E-03 o.1•~ -2.2C7 2. ••2 ,,.,. J. so,1-0 '5 0 
.00000 
O• 4.71,E-O~ 4.711E-OJ 0.?4'5 
-2., ... 2.,.1 ,,.,, ,.,1,(-05 0 
.00000 
Q7 l • '557(-0~ 1.'55?[-0l 0.?4''5 0.000 0.1., "·" 1, 1,01-0, 0 
.00000 
H 1.'551(-05 1.,57(-03 o.,.~ 0.000 0.?45 "·" 1.160[-05 0 
.00000 





QIO 1.,57£-05 1.'5'57(-03 0 . .,. .. 5 0.000 
o.,., ,,.,. 1, 1.0l-05 0 
.00000 
'~ 





cu 2 l.C?Jl-05 1,021£-03 o.,,o 0.015 I)."' "·'' 1 .~fl-O• 0 
. 
.00000 
!I Q13 , .• ~5(-05 ,.454'E-03 J.?6G -0.511119 1 .








01 • f.121(-06 ,.12,E-04 0.?69 -0. 70 0
 1 .••• 
"'·'' 
7 .S~l-O• 0 
., 
\1 .00000 
Q15 ,.n1£-05 ?.1'~4'E-03 o.,,e -0.275 
1 . 011113 
"·" 
S. f«l-05 C 
.00000 
01, 1.n>r-0:1 7.781(-03 0.1,1 -o. 2, 7 1 . 01, ., ·" S.NIOl-05 0 
.00000 
Cl 1 7 ?.l~E-05 7.124[··03 0.716 -2.,,1 
,.,.7 
"·'' 
• .1 SlE-0:1 0 
.00000 
Qll 7.USE-o, 7.UJ£-OJ 0.116 -2.~7 J.5•3 "·" 
•• l lSl-05 0 
.00000 
Q20 1.65,E-04 I. 6~'5£-02 0.777 -1.,,2 
•. ,,? ,,.,a 1.2t7E-04 0 
.00000 
Q2 l 1.•0?E-04 1.~,E-02 0.777 -l,61
6 •.• ,2 ,,.,a 1.249£-0• 0 
.00000 
02• l . ..o,E-o, 1.,ofE-0• o.,o• -l.218 ,.ttl "·" 
1 .1 tlE-o, 0 
.00000 
~ ,. 111,n-o, J.41S.E-04 0. '1>, -.. ... , , . .02 "·" 2.••11-0
, Cl 
.00000 
02, 1. "'E-0:1 l ."55£-03 0.1,, -0. ?"O' 1 .• ,2 "·" 1 .sn£-o, 0 
.00000 
027 3.2,,E-04 l.~IIIIE-02 0 . .,., 0.322 0
.4173 
"·'' 
2. ,201:-0• 0 
.00000 
Q29 4.~tE-Oo •. ,aaE-o~ 0.713 -1 . ,,, 2.,,, "·'' J.2?4E-o, 0 
.00000 
ia,2 1.0111-0, 1.0111-03 o.n• -2.717 
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••••• node YOI t a,aee • •••• r••••tor ~•ratln• ,01nt• 
NoCM Vol tao- ~ Volt •O- Node Volt a9e Nod• 
" ... curr-•nt 11olta9• Ya 1 U. p °""'.,.. 
Vol tao- Node Volta9• 
!II I -,.11n-o, .... ,, .. 2.oo,E-07 7.500E•OI 
<I ) e.00000£•00 < I ) -7.7564•t-OI < I 0 ) -, •• 2161E•OO < I I 
lllt2 -~.160E-o, -1.004 l . .,.7! -0 7 7.500£•01 
IIIJ -l .676E-OJ -].821 , . 40 2E-0 3 2. 280E:&Ol 
) -4. 7'0~0,E -0 I < I 2 ) -'l..71~?9E+OO lllt4 ,.176E-0:J 2.200 l. l J9E-02 "4.2~0£•02. 
111t, , . a ,4i-OJ J.200 l,1]6(-02 4.260E•Ol -
C 11 ) -1 ... ,2,n••• <IS ) -1.••••••oo <1, ) -~.37329!•00 <I? 
11t, 
-~.171(-0J -9.716 4.011(-0] I .~0(•02 
lllt7 -~. l~9E-OJ -0.774 3.993:E-Ol I .500E•02 
, 
-4,ff•24E•OO < 11 ) -4.71~4(-0I lilt I 0 4.7,2£-03 9.238 I .129{-0l ,.OOOE•OI 
111t l I 4.7,,E-Ol ,.21• 1.1]~-0] ,.oOOE•Ol 
( .. , -, ... ,1,n•oo (2 ) -4 . .00211•10 ( 20 ) -].700,3!•00 < 21 ~•1 •.•2~E-0,4 1.110 I .099E-04 I .106E•02 Ill I J 
-•. ,J4E -04 -0.01• e.,•IE-06 4,000E•Ol 
, 
-?.13886!-0I < 22 ) -1.824,lE•OO 911 I 4 -I .,~4E-04 - I . ,e, J.285£-0411 l.200E•04 
11114 J.,411E-04 4.0•1 I .466E-Ol I .IJ7E•04 
(11 ) -4.'811Sl•OO (~ ) -2.4H76f•OO (24 ) -, . Z22'06f•OO ( 2? 
1111 a 7.736(-0] 1.1,0 •• ,18£-03 I .,ooE•Ol 
9111, '1.711(-0J 1.,,1 ,.082E-Ol I ·"°OE•02 
) -,.,H24E+OO ( 29 ) -,.3el,3E-OI 9112"0 7 .• 241E-OJ ,.,39 7.J4~E-03 l.20".!E•02 
"21 '1.163E-03 •.• 44 7,420E-OJ l.200E•02 O" 
OJ Ctf , -4.4N24l•OO Cl ) -1.en,•••• ( 30 ) _,. 49"3'£ • 00 < 31 11122 -I .,07E-04 -o. 002 3.0•BE-01 l.200E•CII All -l.4~4E-04 -0.002 l.299E-01 I .200E•OI 
, 
-9.439,IE-OI <3Z ) -4.4170n•OO 91121 I • ,2,E-04 1.122 I .JJ,t-04 ,.o,oE•tl 
tt2e -I .409£-04 -0.009 I • 2'4E-Oe .,,OOOE•IJ 
en ) -s.,542••00 (34 ) -,., .. ,11:.00 (39 ) -I .,~JIE•OO ( .. 9112• 
1.,~~E-OZ 0.497 a. 21flE-Ol l.OOOE•II 
•M I • 131E-03 O. Io, I. I 21E-04 , .o,,e•tz 
) -4.54549£•00 (40 ) -4.49123E•OO •31 I .,75£-IJ •• 411 •. ,22"£-t4 2,013£•12 
tl]2 l.l27E-02 1,413 I • 339£-12 t.210E•II 
(41 ) -4.48"0£•00 (42 ) -s.2,,,n•oo (43 ) _,. 27342£ • 00 < 44 1133 e.~OE-04 4 .,ea J, 4,H-03 4.IIOE•IJ 911]4 -l."°OE-04 -2.720 2.312'£-eJ J.lOOE•IJ 
) -s.,7?94E•oo (46 ) -5.'°239!•00 9113, I .021E-OJ •.• ,o l.4e2E-04 l.330E•t2 
lllt37 7.814E-Ol I. I I 0 • .,o~-o• I ,4IOE•II 
(41 ) -,.ff141!•00 (41 ) -1.032051-01 (49 ) -4.,4600E-Ol (' 11140 1. ~9'£-0] 0. I I 0 1.647£-14 I .400E•CII 91141 , • ,48E-OJ I • I I I •.• ~9£-03 I .1,oE•II 
) 
-5.31033'£•00 <,o ) -4.19422£+00 11142 I .021E-l:J I • 1'0" 1.741£-IJ I .470E•ll 
91143 -4. 70'5£-1] -1.471 2.214£-0] I . OOOE • I 2 
(~2 ) -2.72000€•00 (,3 ) -4.NOooe•oo ( ~· 
R44 -4.718E-OJ -t.471 2.226(-1] I .OOOE•12 
1114, •.• '53£-04 ,.z22 5.14'5E-Ol '5.JOOE•IJ . 
) -~.444711•00 R46 I .,06E-02 I .903 I ,Z"E-IZ ~.OOOE•OI 
,, 
_,, R47 I . 9,9E-OJ ..... , ,.58.-(-1] 2.~00E•GJ 
(54 ) -~.tt4'!l!•OO (4 , -4.0S~i,r•oo (? ) -,.no636(•0G (8 
R48 3.294E-02 0.6~9 2. I 70E-02 2.000E•OI 
) 
-,.,.122£•00 <• ) -3.4~103t•OO 
••••• I rut.pert<Mn t vol tav,e eovrce ~·,.. t I ftQ point-. 
< IN ) -J.8245411•10 
..... c111rreftt ¥01 t .,. 
'°""" 
VNr• , . ,nw-ez -, .... -'5.1'5ff-OI 
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